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****** NEXT CHANGE ******* 

6.3.3.2 MTK update procedure in streaming services 

The MTK is shall be delivered to the UE as in 6.3.2.3.1 but the MIKEY ACK is shall not be used. MIKEY messages 
transporting MTKs shall be interleaved with the RTP traffic using the same IP address as the RTP traffic. MIKEY 
messages shall be transported to UDP port number specified for MIKEY.  

Editor’s Note: The UDP port number needs to be specified for MIKEY. 

****** NEXT CHANGE ******* 

 

6.6.2 Protection of streaming data 

6.6.2.1 Usage of SRTP 

When it is required to protect MBMS streaming data SRTP (Secure Real-time Transport Protocol) as defined in [11] 
shall be used. The MTK is carried to the UEs from the BM-SC using MIKEY [9] with extensions defined according to 
this specification. MTK shall be used as the master key in SRTP key derivation to derive the SRTP session keys as 
defined in chapter 4.3 of [9]. The correct MTK to use to decrypt the data is indicated using the MKI (Master Key 
identifier) field, which is included in the SRTP packets as defined in [11]. The form of MKI shall be a concatenation of 
Network ID, Key Group ID, MSK ID and MTK ID, i.e. MKI = (Network ID || Key Group ID || MSK ID || MTK ID). 

If the SRTP packets are to be integrity protected, the SRTP authentication tag is appended to the packets as defined 
in [9]. 

SRTP security policy parameters, such as encryption algorithm, are transported in MIKEY Security Policy payload as 
defined in chapter 6.10.1 in [9]. 

6.6.2.2 Packet processing in the UE 

When the SRTP module receives a packet, it will check if it has the MTK corresponding to the value in the MKI field in 
the SRTP cryptographic context. 

NOTE:  The SRTP module does not need to interpret the MKI field semantics. It only checks whether it has the 
MTK corresponding to the MKI value. 

If the check is successful, the SRTP module processes the packet according to the security policy. 

If the SRTP module does not have the MTK, it will request the MTK corresponding to the MKI from the key 
management module. When the key management module returns a new MTK, the SRTP module will derive new 
session keys from the MTK and process the packet. However, if the key management module does not have the MSK 
indicated by MKI, then it should fetch the MSK using the methods discussed in the subclause 6.3. 

If the correct MTK is not present in the UE when RTP traffic arrives, the UE shall wait for the next MTK update 
procedure from the BM-SC as described in 6.3.3.2.  

NOTE: It is implementation specific issue whether the UE spools encrypted packets or discards all packets before 
the UE has received the correct MTK. 

The below flow shows how the protected content is delivered to the UE. 
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Figure 6.8: Delivery of protected streaming content to the UE 
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